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Classification and Regression 



When?
 Classification tree models

 Dependent variable is categorical variable
 Regression tree models

 Dependent variable is continuous variable
 Independent variables can be either 

one: categorical and/or continuous 
 Robust with respect to outliers
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Classification Trees: 
Characteristics
 No assumption on the data distribution 

(i.e., non parametric approach)
 Goal: each terminal node is of one class
 Idea:

 Split the initial data using one variable that 
best differentiate the data with respect to 
the dependent variable

 Keep splitting recursively each node until… 
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Common stop conditions
 A node is pure!
 The number of observations in the 

current node is < a certain minimum
  Maximum number of nodes is reached
 In the current node the number of 

observations of a same class is higher 
than a certain amount

 Minimum improvement
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Split criteria
 Univariate vs multivariate
 Maximize the decrease of risk at each 

level:
  p(NL)I(NL) + p(NR)I(NR) ≤ p(N)I(N)
 ΔI = p(N)I(N) - p(NL)I(NL) - p(NR)I(NR)

 Impurity:                   , where
 C is the number of classes 
 piN is the proportion of those of class i
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Measures of impurity
 Expectations from an impurity function

 Maximum: when a node contains equal 
number of observations of each class

 Minimum: all observations belong to one 
class

 Examples
 Information index: 
 Gini index:
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Extending impurity criteria by 
introducing a loss function
 Generalized Gini index: 

 Where L(i,j) is the loss of assigning j to an 
object of class i, pi is the proportion of 
objects belonging to i

  Problem: Costs are symmetric
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Extending impurity criteria 
with altered priors
 Maximum impurity is reached when 

pi=1/C, C is the number of classes
 Ex: Colour of an apple [green, red, yellow]

 Altered priors allow to weight different 
misclassifications differently and decide 
on the worst case scenario
 Ex: Patient risk for heart attack [not at risk, 

medium risk, high risk]
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Growing a tree
 Two approaches

 Build the maximum tree, i.e., split as much 
as possible. Prune the tree based on 
selected criteria, e.g., error

 Impose more conservative splitting criteria 
and avoid computation

 Possible problem: overprunning
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CART with R and rpart
 Implement most of the ideas of CART
 Load the library: library(rpart)
 Build a model: 
  rpart(formula, method,…)
 Can specify parameters for the stop 

conditions
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rpart: some of the default 
parameters
 Min objects (minsplit) = 20
 Min objects in terminal nodes 

(minbucket): round(minsplit/3)
 The minimal decrease of risk, i.e., 

complexity parameter (cp): 0.01
 Maximum tree depth (maxdepth): 30
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Example: Stage C prostate 
cancer
 Load and have a look on the data
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Build the model and display 
the tree
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Model summary (cont.)

 …
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How good is the model? 
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Testing 
on the 
training 
data

Testing 
using 
cross-
validation



Cross-validation
 Split the data into n folds (ex. n=10) of 

equal size blocks (random selection)
 For all folds do

 Learn the model on all except the current 
fold

 Predict on the current fold
 On our example:

 10-fold cross validation?
19* Default parameter for cross-validation in rpart is set to 10



Regression trees: Car example
 Data exploration and model building
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Result
 The tree
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Result
 Partial summary of the model
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The relative error based on cp 
using ‘plotcp’
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Prune the tree
 Using the complexity factor
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Warning
 Modelling ≠ R

 Another tool is WEKA
 Tree ≠ CART

 Random Forest (in R package 
randomForest)

 CART ≠ rpart
 See package tree
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